Editor Notes

Alex Everson

Welcome to the the first ever online only issue of a new Reading fanzine, The Digestive.
This fanzine is here to offer you some light hearted, some deeper, and some maybe downright silly
pieces of content for you to get stuck into about our club. In conjunction with @ElmParkRoyals, we
are looking to breed a new fan voice, and give the everyday fan the oppurtunity to write about that
long forgotten match, their favourite player who everyone else disliked, or perhaps delve into
expected goals models at long last.
We are looking to try and grow this fanzine from a small acorn in this, the first issue into something
regular, with contributors coming from you! The fans, and readers of this zine. If writing about
Reading is something you've ever wanted to do, this is your outlet to let people know your thoughts
and feelings.
This issue comes during our first International break of the season - before a long distance trip to
Middlesbrough in mid September. Hopefully, by the time we next connect - Reading will have
picked up more points and be moving up the table.
Until then, please enjoy the fanzine, and if you are interested in writing, designing covers, or want
to just pass a comment, please send @ElmParkRoyals a tweet.
Thanks,

Alex Everson
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August Review
Matt Lansley

An opening six games in which we have picked
up 7 points,can almost be broken down into two
sections. The opening first 180 minutes, and
the remainder.
We opened up our 2018/2019 season at home to
the Owls of Sheffield Wednesday. The consensus
among Reading fans coming into the game seemed
to be one of optimism. Following last season’s
miraculous climb to safety, a young, new look team
and a semi successful preseason tour to Spain
seemed to of boosted moral and expectations
in fans. . There was even talk of top half finishes,
which may have been pushing it, but admittedly, it
was nice to have so much positivity around a club
that over recent years has had very little to be
optimistic about.
Seeing the team sheet on the day, 4 academy
graduates and an average age of the starting XI
being little over 23 years old, it was certainly a new
look Reading but would be lying if I said I was
confident of an opening day win.
We started the game the better of the two teams having had some good chances and after 22mins,
Wednesday defender Tom Lees should have seen red for blocking the ball with his arm on the line.
The ref somehow missed it and from that moment, Wednesday got hold of the game and on the half
hour mark, made it 1-0. There seemed to be an air of frustration around the Madejski following the
goal. By all accounts we started well but decisions weren’t going our way and you could almost feel the
“here we go again” thoughts sinking into every fan and player in the ground. Yakou Méïté was able to
pull us back level on 54 mins but only 2 minutes later, some lackluster marking at a corner gave Sam
Hutchinson a free header to make it 2-1. A late red card for the Owls keeper gave some hope but we
ultimately were hit with a late sucker punch by Lucas João, who made it 3-1 in the 96th minute and we
left the Madejski with the all too familiar feeling now of an opening day defea.
A lot happened between the final whistle on the opening day of the season and kick off the
following Saturday.
We went on to go on a transfer frenzy like nothing we’d ever seen before; did anyone ever think they’d
ever be able to say we signed payers for £5million and £8million? Even I had a busy week, going into
hospital for a heart operation so all this transfer talk and excitement was something of a welcome
distraction to have at the time.
After an opening day defeat hopes had not been higher and expectations had certainly gone up. With
the signings that had been made, fans had begun to believe that a top half finish should be the new
expectation, with many hoping for more. Hull sadly hadn’t got the “Reading hype” memo however,
storming into a 2-0 lead, in part thanks to some poor goalkeeping by Virgínia and more woeful
defending; the bubble seemed to have popped. However a galvanised second half performance gave
us an insight to what this team could do but still couldn’t avoid a second consecutive defeat to start the
season.
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Signs were good however.That second half was the first real time we saw most of our new signings
playing together and they gave a good account of themselves. Linked up well and we had created a
good amount of chances but after 2 losses from the opening 2 games, we needed to see results and
our next game against Cardiff was already becoming a must win.

So in rolled Cardiff, a Sunday lunch
time kick off on sky. What better way
to show off our new look, promotion
challenging team than smashing an
old foe in Colin’ (Neil Warnock) live on
national TV. Okay so maybe not
promotion challengers yet but we
definitely laid down a marker to how
good this team could be. A tactical
switch by Gomes to a 3 at the back
worked spectacularly and it was
probably the best “90 minute”
performance we’d seen in years.

What about about the performance of Pușcaș on what was his home debut?
Pure class. His first goal, one of the best solo goals at the Madejski in many years and his second, the
finish of a seasoned “fox in the box” poacher. John Swift capped off the perfect afternoon by making it
3-0. Leaving the stadium, it felt our season had lift off.
Next up we had to face a Wednesday night trip up the M40 to West Brom. One of the hot, preseason
promotion favourites.
Step forward Ovie Ejaria.
As a fan, very few other players will give you more joy when watching them than Ejaria. His passing is
fantastic, feet are faster than a River dancer and if he can score goals like he did against West Brom, it
surely won’t be long until he’s playing at the top level, with or without Reading FC. Defensively, we
looked far stronger also. With WBA only managing to create one clear cut chance and it was so nearly
the perfect away performance. This league can be cruel, no more so when your best player on the
night gets punished for pretty much the only mistake of the night as Ejaria conceded a penalty late on.
Though a mid-week point away at WBA, definitely shows where the team is heading!
Now Huddersfield away was my first league away game of the season following my operation and it’s
fair to say, all my recent trips north have been rather unsuccessful ventures. But if West Brom was
nearly the perfect away performance, then this was perfection (Well, closer to at least!).
First half, we couldn’t seem to string any passes together. Huddersfield wanted to prove a point after
Sierwet had been sacked but the only point the seemed to prove was their lack of any end product in
the final third. Given how much they dominated the first half, I wasn’t sitting comfortably at half time but
for how poor we were in the first half, we were on another level in the second half! Ejaria again showing
that he is just a class above and it was only a matter of time until Morrison opened
his account for us with a set piece header! Words cannot describe how good it was coming
away from a northern away game for thefirst time in over 2 years with a win!
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The game against Charlton was a bit of an anti-climax reallybut ultimately, we just weren’t at the races.
On another day could’ve got a point or all 3 had we taken our chances. In truth, I think it’s hard to be
too downbeat going into the international break and mull too hard over this loss. Charlton were one of
the most organised sides to play at the Madejski in a long time – credit must be given to them for
that – and I feel they will surprise a few this year.

It has been a solid start to the season. We’re definitely in a stronger position than we were on August
3rd.
A huge amount of quality all through the team gives much cause for optimism, and with only 1 loss in
the last 6 games (Across all competitions!), you can only be positive and say bring on Boro!!

My First Game
Jordan Cottle

There are a lot of different reasons why a person ends up supporting a
football club. For some it is a family tradition, passed down from one
generation to the next. For others it was friends going together as kids
or perhaps moving to a new town and wanting to feel more connected.
Everyone has their own path that led them to support their club and
most can probably remember their first game.
That first game can be the moment you are instantly hooked. A
dramatic last-minute winner on your first game and that club probably
has you for life. The result doesn’t always matter of course, even a loss
on your first game can grip you as you get caught up in the spectacle
with the crowd rising and falling with the action. Your first football match
at a club can be amazing and intoxicating and set you up for a future of
joy, anguish, frustration and passion with your new club.
My first game was at home vs Leicester in 02/03 and it was called off at
half time due to rain. Safe to say I wasn’t gripped.
Growing up I never really had a local football team. My dad is a Welsh
Bayern Munich fan (story for another time) so my earliest memories of
football involve teletext scores and patchy German satellite feeds.
Growing up in London I remember a brief dabble in being an Arsenal
fan back when they were very good, but it passed as quickly as it came.
After moving to Reading I had a mate at school who was a massive
Chelsea fan. This was Mourinho first time round, Drogba in his pomp,
Lamps and Terry, big Alex at CB who could smash freekicks.
It was a good team and had some fun characters, so I kept my eye on
them for a little while but again it never lasted. It wasn’t MY team.

"It was
called off
at half
time due
to rain.
Safe to
say I
wasn’t
gripped"
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"I remember
being
disappointed, but
not that
disappointed. It
wasn't a great
game"

Back to that day in 02/03. The archived match reports
tell of a dour game with few chances for either team
and two managers fuming about the decision to call it
off. The Reading team is full of familiar names of
players I never really got to watch properly and a
manager who I’ve only ever known as a rival. I can’t
say I remember a lot from that first Reading game. I
remember going with a family friend, a Norwich fan
who had lived in Reading for years. I remember
walking to the game in the rain, past the industrial
parks on the way to the stadium. I remember sitting
somewhere in the West stand. I remember getting a
jumbo hotdog. I remember the second half taking a
while to start, then never starting and I remember
trudging back to the car in the rain. I remember being
disappointed but not that disappointed, it wasn’t a
great game.

So I had a pretty forgettable first game but I do clearly remember the game where Reading grabbed
me and never let me go. Living in Reading it was impossible not to know that something big had
happened in 05/06 but for a kid whose football began and ended on the playground at lunch it didn’t
have much of an impact on me.
06/07 was the first season I religiously watched MOTD and even though Reading were flying that year I
was more interested in Ronaldo’s breakthrough season. My local team doing well was nice but an
afterthought. Slowly over the course of the 07/08 season I found myself more and more interested in
Reading’s results. I would check the scores during the day and make sure I stayed up to watch their
highlights.
By the last game of the season that wasn’t enough.
With relegation on a knife edge I needed to know what was
happening during the game. It seems bizarre thinking back now but
until Derby (A) on the last game of that season I had no idea that live
radio commentary was thing. Genuinely, no one had ever told me.
I had watched games on tv and I had checked the results but I had
never listened to a game on the radio. My Dad had no interest in
English football so it was no use to him and it had simply never
occurred to me. So there I was, sat on the floor with headphones in
listening to my first ever live game of football. Listening to us put 4
goals past Derby but ultimately get relegated.
That was the day I think I actually became a Reading fan.
If you had told me on the way home after that rained-off game in
2003 that I would now be stood in the South Stand every other
weekend watching Reading I probably wouldn’t have believed you. I
probably wouldn’t
have been very impressed either thinking back.
Everyone has their own path that led them to support their club and
I’m glad I found mine and I’m glad it was Reading.

Squad Watch

Tom Lunn

Reading have long needed a complete overhaul since the Jaap Stam era ended. It looks like it is finally
happening - Only two names that started in the Manchester United FA Cup game in 2017 from that
Stam era are still possibilities to feature this year and they were put on the transfer list; the two longest
serving players Garath McCleary and Chris Gunter. It took most of the summer transfer window to see
significant light at the end of the tunnel. But to the optimists and those patient enough, the signings
came thick and fast and we were able to snap up quite a few deals. Most notably, a handful in a few
days and then three in one evening!

Now though, with Jose
Gomes and a new found –
almost joy at the club –
there is hope for the season
ahead. Now, I started writing
this just
before the transfer window
ended, and I was filled with
hope and optimism but even
more so as it ended, this
hope only grew when the
new players and current
players started to gel!
It seems our ambition is up there with the ‘best’ in the league, but it’s even too early to see where that
may take us at the end of the season. Our ambition was clear when we signed the Brazilian
International keeper, Rafael. Him and Joao Virginia, can both compete for the regular spot in the lineup (competition is surely always needed for keepers). It’s easy to quickly judge a keeper on mistakes
as they can be drastically over-exaggerated being from a much more vulnerable position. However,
Rafael appears to be making the position his own so far.
We’ve also been on the lookout for a centre-forward who can bang in goals in front of Club1871,
which was mainly left to Yakou Meite last season, who had made incredible strides in the squad and
has now become a force to be reckoned with in the Championship. But now, we have signed Lucas
João, George Pușcaș, Lucas Boyé, and some midfielders who I’m optimistic can grab a couple of
goals too. Joao himself has already netted twice this season, once for and once against us.
The new direction and potential at the club has now reached a level where we have our own pulling
power, as the signing of George Puscas suggests. Puscas has become our record signing this
summer, coming in from Inter Milan. If he can continue his solid start and begin living up to his name,
he will be a legend of the club in record time to go with his record fee. He has two goals in the
Championship so far and the consistent 5-3-2 formation, looks incredible and difficult to handle, giving
him plenty of opportunities to get onto the scoresheet.
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In-form strikers struggle to get
through the back three of
Morrison, Miazga, and Moore.
The three have combined to
form a wall plenty of times
already at this early stage.I
have
no
doubt
they’ll
continue.
Tom McIntyre has also shown
he’s capable of stepping up in
the rotation when needed too,
making his home debut
against Charlton, and proving
that he is a more than
capable back up.

We can’t forget either, that we still have some amazing talent in the current squad before the signings.
Liam Moore now captains the side. Andy Yiadom is looking a real threat at right-back, Jordan Obita is
making a return from his long term injury. John Swift looks a new player under Gomes this season.
Andy Rinomhota has potential still to kick on another level this season after winning POTS last year.,
Meite keeps bagging goals and after his appearance in Club1871 at the end of last season, its seems
like he’s up there as a fan favourite alongside a number of the new signings.
We now look set for a consistent first XI that wouldn’t look out of place in an all time historical XI –
including multiple world cup winners in Pele & Moore. Plus a legendary striker in Puscas. However, as
we have already started to see this season, it is perhaps not a Legends revolution we are seeing, but
more of a Portuguese Royal revolution at Reading FC.

Visualization Corner

Ben Morley

My intentions for this segment will be to explore topical or developing themes, aided by easily
interpreted visualizations. For this first article I have kept things relatively straightforward – hopefully
you can keep up, tweet me @Ben4SG if you have questions!
Model Watch
It has been well documented that Reading were one of the bookies favourites for relegation coming
into the new season, and persisted to be so for a number of weeks. Indeed, at the time of writing (Sep
1st), only six teams have shorter odds, despite headline wins again two clubs relegated from the
Premier League, and an away draw at one of the favourites for promotion. But that doesn’t tell us much
about wider expectations:
How have perceived expectations shifted following those performances?
One way to measure this is using the aforementioned bookmakers’ odds, however it’s difficult to tell
how liquid this market is. Less than £27k has been matched on the Betfair Exchange Championship
2019/20 relegation market, well under the £188k matched for the league winner, or £341k on the
relegation market for the Premier League. Since odds reflect the flow of money backing that outcome,
a liquid market is required for an accurate read of wider expectations. Odds that are too ‘long’
represent ‘good value’ which would encourage more bets, shortening the odds with market forces
bringing them into line with perceptions.

A different way to measure involves using mathematical models to suggest the relative strengths of
each team and imply probabilities of different outcomes. Typically, bookmakers would use similar
models to calculate initial odds, before market forces and liquidity take over. One such publicly
available model is the SPI system (as above) used by fivethirtyeight.com. In a nutshell they assign
scores to each team, initially implied by player values from Transfermarkt, then adjust these scores by
actual performance against expectations, accounting for home advantage. Scoring more / conceding
less than expected by the model in a game results in an increase in the scores ahead of the next
fixture (full explanation available on the fivethirtyeight.com site).
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Chart 1 shows how these
probabilities have evolved
over the season so far. After
the Sheffield Wednesday
game, the model assigned a
31% probability of relegation,
which rose slightly to 33%
after the loss to Hull (since
the model had expected us to
pick up some points in that
game). However, the next
update followed a win and a
draw against Cardiff and

West Brom, two games where the model had Reading as a weaker team by around 13 SPI points,
which reduced the probability of relegation to 23%. This trend continued after the Huddersfield game
where the probability fell to 15% - less than half the chance assigned after the season opener.
Likewise, the probability for a playoff place had doubled from 4% to 9%, and a 7th to 12th finish from
17% to around a third. The Charlton game naturally reflected a worsening of our prospects, but still the
data paints a much rosier picture than the start of the season; the model implied probability of
relegation is around 50% lower than after the season opener.
Part two - Change of system = change of fortunes
Another theme I wanted to briefly explore is the change in system that has brought a change in
fortunes - all 7 of our points have come with the new 3-5-2 system following two losses using a
somewhat muddled 4-5-1/4-2-3-1/4-4-1-1…maybe let’s just call it a ‘back four?’
I strongly feel our current system is set up to perform well against teams that will attack us, as we can
be confident in our defence’s ability to soak up pressure and unleash a counterattack through the
middle via the passing ability of John Swift and dribbling skill of Ovie Ejaria and his magic feet. Having
two up front provides multiple options on the break (as opposed to relying on one target man to hold up
play and wait for support), with Andy Yiadom and Omar Richards freed from their defensive duties and
allowed to bomb forward offering a genuine threat from out wide. I think the next issue for Jose Gomes
to resolve will be how we can succeed against teams that defend against us – indeed we have lost all
three games (albeit two under the back four) where we went 1-0 down, with a cumulative score of 2-7.
This represents an issue around the game state (Google 11Tegen Game State Next Steps for more
details) when comparing the two systems. Until this is cracked, I expect further frustrating/disappointing
results at home, but some more great away days for our travelling contingents.
But that is just my perception from watching the change in shape evolve – does the data support this?
One way I thought I could dig into this question is to explore how incisive we are, essentially how we
use possession. I noticed we averaged nearly 62% possession in the first two games, but evidently
didn’t create enough with it. Indeed, we completed 46% more passes than Sheffield Wednesday, and
83% more than Hull. One way to look at this is the passes per key pass (defined as a pass which
resulted in a shot), as shown in the first panel. In the first two games we took around 60 passes per key
pass, over double the rate of our opponents. Put another way, they were generating chances twice as
fast as us for a given amount of possession – this supports us struggling to break down teams,
especially when the back four system had resulted in going 1-0 down. Indeed, in our wins against
Cardiff and Huddersfield this relationship was reversed – we created chances at double the rate of our
oppositions, around one per 30 passes. While the West Brom and Charlton games were much closer,
in four of six games it has taken us more passes than our oppositions to create a chance.
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However, this doesn’t tell us too much, other than going 1-0 up allows you to concede harmless
possession and counter dangerously, so we need a better measure.

The second panel repeats this metric
but using only passes directed into the
final third – looking at this means we
can look through possession for
possession’s sake (Stam-ball), and
figure out how effective teams are at
generating chances once they get the
ball high up the field. I mentioned that
we attempted 46-83% more passes
than the opposition in the first two
games, but in both cases, they
completed more passes in the final
third than we did. Essentially when
they had the ball, they were more
effective it getting into dangerous
areas. Now we no longer see major
differences between any teams, with
the exception of Cardiff, suggesting
some serious lockpicking problems for
Colin to resolve.

With this metric, we start to see some evidence of a more incisive system – once we get the ball to the
final third we generated chances more efficiently than four of our six opponents and always in the
relatively narrow range of 10-16 final third passes. While both are tiny samples, with a back four we
generated a chance every 15.5 final third pass, but with the 3-5-2 its down to 13 passes. This isn’t a
huge contrast between the two systems, which I believe is driven by the game state argument briefly
outlined above.
Perhaps the key change in the system was the extra solidity, reducing the chance of going 1-0 down and
subsequent struggles to break down the opposition,without obviously reducing our attacking threat.
From that viewpoint, for identifying this issue and finding a solution it’s a thumbs up to Gomes
for me.

02/03 Throwback

Dave Stevens

Tenacity, Spirit,
Flair.
These were the words that Alan Pardew felt defined what he
wanted expected - from his players. A few months on from a
dramatic point at Brentford to seal 2nd place in the Second
Division and promotion to the Nationwide League Division
One (still my favourite league sponsor, I’ll add - it sounded
less intrusive as a brand and kind of made sense, if you
counted England as the nation in question!) saw Reading
begin life in the second tier of English football with a squad
that - in the words of John Salako - had the right mix of
young, hungry players and those in their late twenties for
whom this was essentially the last chance to give it a proper
go and try to hit the big time.
This was the era of the free-scoring Jamie Cureton and Nicky
Forster, a rampant Andy Hughes - often remembered now as
a “utility player” but a crucial goalscorer in Pardew’s newly
promoted side - and the season that introduced Hahnemann
and Sidwell as permanent signings. Nicky Shorey went from
promising young signing the season before to a player
coming in to his own and showing his talent - indeed, this
season saw his first league goal.
The season didn’t get off to a great start. Of course. Derby had just
come down from the Premiership (as was) and presented our first test,
away at their place. In what may have been the first “Teams like
Reading” instance to have been actually printed by a real manager in
a real match day programme, we did very little on the pitch to answer
the injustice of such condescending language (“The reality of
relegation is having to play teams like Reading”, said the Derby gaffer)
and ultimately lost convincingly - 3 goals put past Phil Whitehead
without reply.
Interesting trivia point: Derby’s second goal on the day was scored by
one Mr. Ravanelli.
In a familiar pattern for the past, oh, let’s not dwell on it...a while, I
suppose - Reading had a stuttering start. In the second game of the
season they managed a 2-1 win over Wednesday which was notable
purely because both Reading goals were scored by the exact same
combination of players: Igoe to Murty to Hughes to Cureton. If it ain’t
broke, as they say.
Then, something important happened. After a couple of defeats,
Burnley came to town and Marcus Hahnemann took up his position in
goal. A 3-0 win for the Royals followed as Curo scored his fifth goal in
five games, and things looked to be on the up! Some decent results
followed but Wimbledon beat us (as they often seemed to do around
that time) and Nicky Forster was banging them in for fun - perhaps in a
personal goalscoring race with Andy Hughes given the split of scorers
in this period.

"The era
of the
freescoring
Jamie
Cureton
and
Nicky
Forster"
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"Madejski
even openly
stated his
ambitions of
top flight
football"

When Bradford came to town, however, it was the
Nicky Forster show all game but for some reason, he
just couldn’t get the ball in the back of the net - drawing
a rare blank. All this was forgotten - as Shorey scored
that aforementioned first league goal in this game to
secure a 1-0 win.
Warnock got to play his part in the story - this was the
season where a kit clash meant Reading couldn’t wear
their white shorts and Colin refused to allow the use of
Sheffield United’s kit in any capacity to the away side,
leading to that memorable colour clash with the Royals
wearing light blue training kit shorts.
There was the end of an era too - midway through the
season, Parky hung up his boots and left to start his
managerial career.

This was Pardew’s last full season with the club (we’ll remember the positives and forget what
happened the next season with him) and truly was peak Pardew Reading. The squad was packed with
superb players that are still held in high esteem by Royals fans despite not being around for what
followed and the ultimate success in 05/06 - and I fully believe it was this season that laid some of the
most important groundwork, planted some seeds, that made that later magical season possible. Harps
and Sids forming their partnership for the first time, Murts and Shorey showing what they could do in
the same team. Hahnemann providing reliability and stability as the last line of defence. As the club got
closer to sealing a top 6 finish, Madejski even openly stated his ambitions of top flight football as more
than just a pipe dream. It was the best supported season in the club’s history (at the time, of course)
and we ended up getting so near yet so far.
Igoe, Forster,Cureton, Butler, Hughes, big Ady Williams. They never got to taste the Premier League
with Reading but they shone in this side.There were notable Loan signings this season too - Matthew
Upson being the best Centre Back loanee we’ve ever had (until a certain Matt Miazga rocked up last
season, of course), Luke Chadwick coming down from Man Utd to bolster the attack, and Glen Little
from Burnley.
Ultimately there was disappointment as a playoff semi-final 1st leg at Molineux that initially saw a
Forster goal put the Royals 1-0 up - against a Wolves team containing Paul Ince, Denis Irwin and
Joleon Lescott ended in defeat and the second leg confirmed the heartbreak - a sinking feeling I
experienced in a pub in Loughborough, surrounded by premier league-supporting friends who were
hoping for our success so we’d be rivals the following season.
I still wonder often what would have happened if Fozzie hadn’t been injured in that Semi-Final
game.Would we have gone on to win the tie? What about the final? If we had, what
would the resulting Premiership season have been like? We’d not have seen the Coppell era, no 05-06
team. Where would we be today?
And what of those two teams who came up with the Royals the prior season? Brighton had been
crowned second division champions ahead of Reading, while Stoke had prevailed via the play-offs.
Come season end in May 2003, Stoke avoided relegation by the skin of their teeth - a 1-0 win against
us enough to secure their place in Division One the following season. Brighton, however, made an
immediate return to the division below. Further evidence that this Reading side had done something
that was far from expected or normal in finishing fourth and competing well in the play-offs, giving them
the foundation for the growth still to come.

Tactical Battles

@Reading_Deep

"Reading had
found success in
building through
the fullbacks but
failed in opening
competitive
matches"

Reading’s 4-4-2 struggled against both Hull and
Wednesday for us to open the season. Despite
tweaking the system throughout both games Gomes
never managed to consistently break down either
side. Poor spacing meant Reading consistently failed
to find attackers in dangerous areas and relied on
individual flair creating the opportunities they did
manage. Coupled with defensive errors in both
matches it was not a positive start to the season for
the Royals. The introduction of the 3-5-2 seemed to
change Reading’s fortunes however and after 7 points
from the next 3 some Reading fans were predicting
promotion. A defeat to Charlton on the last day of the
month brought expectations down to a more
reasonable level but the atmosphere around the club
has certainly improved since the start of the month.
Given the variety in performances we’ve seen this
month I wanted to have a look back at a few things I
found interesting.

Jose Gomes is surprisingly conservative in the first phase of possession and in the first 2 games of the
season he instructed both the full backs and centre mids to start deep. While this provides Reading a
solid base in case of turnovers it also meant that the Royals had poor access to their front 4 and led to
the centre backs and midfielders occupying the same area too often.
In the Sheffield Wednesday match Danny Loader tried to provide a link making runs infield but mostly
opted to pass back into defence rather than try and find a teammate in the final third. Against Chelsea,
Reading had found success in building through the fullbacks but failed to do so in their opening
competitive fixtures. Wednesday and Hull were happy for Yiadom and Richards to receive
the ball deep, pressing them well to the touchline. Further up the pitch Reading had
issues with poor spacing leading to a lack of bodies out wide and the full backs often
in 1v2 situations.
Reading’s creative over-reliance on John Swift was obvious during the
opening matches. While Rinomhota’s ability to turn in tight spaces means
he excels against teamspressing high he lacked the ability to consistently
find teammates through the Sheffield Wednesday and Hull mid-blocks.
This meant that he was often useless early in possession and would
probably have been more useful offering a passing option behind
the Wednesday attack where his skillset would have been more
useful. Swift was instrumental in everything Reading did during the first
half of the Wednesday game, creating the best chance of the game
for Yiadom with a fantastic diagonal from deep. The late flurry of
transfer activity and the change of shape has eased the burden, but I
still worry that an injury to Swift would blunt us this season.
In the first half of the Hull game Jose got it wrong. A new look front line saw
Meite shifted out right with Boye on the left and Joao and Swift through the
middle. In contrast to the narrow positioning of the wingers in the previous match,
Boye and Meite stayed high and wide with Swift dropping deeper instead.

Tactical Battles
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However, with Swift moving further forward this meant Reading had even more issues building from
deep as Pele is another more defensively minded midfielder and neither him nor Rinomhota could
consistently find line breaking passes. Even dropping deeper Swift struggled to get into the game and
without their main creator performing, Reading looked blunt.
Meite did have some success latching on
to long balls but the poor structure meant
this was not a consistent method of
fashioning chances. Another consequence
of the winger’s awkward positioning was
that they often left Reading weak in
defensive transition. Reading’s out of
position wingers meant the fullbacks were
often isolated defensively and Hull
exploited 2v1 situations on the flanks for
both of their goals.
With the change of shape at half time,
Puscas brought on
upfront alongside Meite and Swift and Joao
dropping back into a very narrow 4-2-2-2,
Reading looked better but chances were
still fashioned primarily through
long balls and individual brilliance from
Swift.
Reading’s spacing immediately improved with the shift to three at the back. Whilst against Cardiff,
Reading maintained a back 4 in the first phase of possession, Pele often dropping in level with the
centre halfs, Moore and Miazga were now positioned wider meaning the centre of the pitch wasn’t so
congested. With the wide centre backs moving towards the touchline this freed up Yiadom and
Richards to get higher up the pitch earlier.
Swift and Ejaria were starting deeper in possession in place of the wing backs but they provided an
excellent link between defence and attack. While progressing the ball well themselves, Ejaria with his
dribbling and Swift through his excellent passing range, their deep lateral movement also opened
passing lanes to the strikers and Reading utilised this early low ball into Joao or Puscas to great effect
against both Cardiff and Huddersfield. Whilst against Cardiff this didn’t lead directly to a goal, against
Huddersfield Morrison’s ball straight through to Joao was the start of the attack that led to Ejaria’s
opener.
Reading also saw improvements in the final third when attacking through the flanks against Cardiff. The
full backs saw considerably more support from the midfield than they had in the previous two games
with Swift and Ejaria given licence to roam into wider positions. It is not uncommon for both Swift and
Ejaria to occupy the same flank in an attack in an effort to create overloads. As shown for Reading’s
second goal against Cardiff they also offer runs past the full backs looking for the cut back across goal
It was a surprise when Lucas Boye was included ahead of one of Joao and Puscas in both the West
Brom and Huddersfield games but it’s clear he offers more defensively than Reading’s other striking
options. Nominally still playing in a 2 the Argentine is more active defensively when Reading defend
deep, dropping in to put pressure on the opponent’s deeper midfielders. Boye’s impressive work rate
allows him to transition well from his more advanced position in possession and his is probably why
Jose does not trust this more defensive role to another player. However, despite flashes, Boye has
been less impressive offensively not inking up particularly well with his partner up front
and not being as good a target for Reading’s early passes into the strikers..
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Across the four games it has been played in we’ve seen flexibility in how the 3-5-2 adapts
defensively to different opponents. Against Cardiff, Reading would drop off, not wanting to press too
high against a team comfortable with long balls. The centre backs were very rigid in their positioning,
staying in the defensive line.
With Reading defending higher up the pitch against West Brom however they were much more
aggressive. With Reading pressing high it was necessary for the ball side centre half to move forward
to cover the space left by the pressing wing back but Moore and Miazga would also sometimes follow
West Brom’s attackers when they dropped even whilst defending deep. Whilst this was mostly an
effective way of stopping the opponent overloading the midfield Charlton managed to counter this by
pinning McIntyre back with Taylor. This led to a lot of space behind Richards. Charlton were able to
use balls into this area to escape the Reading press.
In the first half against Huddersfield however Reading just couldn’t keep hold of he ball Huddersfield’s
press was good but this was largely down to Reading not being brave enough. Consistently they chose
to go long, and the Huddersfield defence had the better of Joao in the air all game. Jose Gomes was
visibly annoyed when Rafael sent the team up the pitch for a long goal kick after the first five minutes of
sustained Huddersfield possession but even after this the Reading keeper rarely went short. Even
when the centre backs got the ball they weren’t willing to take risks progressing. The space was there,
especially outside of the narrow wingers, but Reading weren’t composed enough to use it. I think Mark
Hudson was correct in his assessment of the game that Huddersfield running out of energy cost them
he game because before their press started to falter, Reading looked devoid of ideas. The Royals grew
into the game as Huddersfield started to retreat and got their first goal playing out from the
back. Rafael and the defence are going to have to be braver in future.
A tactical move by Charlton we may get used to seeing this season was limiting Reading’s access to
their wide centre backs. When Reading had the ball deep Taylor and Leko would move wide and
position themselves near to Moore and McIntyre to discourage passes to them. Williams would then
position himself between the strikers. The advantages of having Reading’s technically weakest player
seeing so much of the ball are obvious and severely limited Reading’s progression options.
With Pele dropping in Reading did have a 4v3 against Charlton’s front line but failed to make use of
this numerical advantage with Pele often failing to offer Morrison a good option. Their narrow midfield 3
did a good job of restricting Reading early access to their strikers but did leave a lot of space out wide.
This meant that Swift and Ejaria had success in finding the wingbacks in space and Reading
repeatedly managed to isolate the Charlton fullbacks in 1v1 situations but failed to capitalise. The fact
that Yiadom and Richards getting balls into the box was Reading’s most promising attacking threat
makes Jose’s instructing their second half replacements to cut inside even stranger. Neither Boye or
Meite are great creators and Meite especially is at his worst when cutting in from the right and taking
speculative shots. We saw at Hull that neither of the pair are great defensively and their introduction
meant Charlton had even more space to exploit in front of the centre backs. The withdrawal of Pele for
Barrett saw Reading’s structure completely vanish with Swift and Ejaria failing to show for the defence
– leading to Charlton breaking and winning the penalty which made the ending of the game
comfortable for them.
Overall I think Reading fans have good cause for optimism. Given the gulf in performance between the
first two games of the season and the rest the growth is clear and as the new signings continue to bed
in you’d hope the performances would continue to improve.

The Reading Way
Harrison Mitchell

In recent months, the buzz has returned to
Reading and we've all started to enjoy
supporting our beloved Reading again.
It began around 10 months ago when the
owners came to their senses and Ron Gourlay
was removed from his position as CEO of
Reading Football Club. Nigel Howe was then
reappointed as Chief Executive and since then,
Reading have been on the up.
When Gourlay joined the club back in July 2017,
there was excitement amongst Reading
supporters given his previous experience with
Chelsea. Many fans thought that he could be
the person to take us to the next level, however
within 18 months into his role, he was sacked.
A big reason as to why Gourlay failed at
Reading was because he didn't understand the
culture of the football club and tried to change
and move away from what is known as 'The
Reading Way'.

This included being uninterested in the community and not
connecting with the club on an emotional level. Removing long
term members of staff with decades of experience, was another
mark against Ron Gourlay which was leading to create a very toxic
atmosphere within the club.
Gourlay was appointed in the summer after the very exciting 16/17
season and expectations for the following season were very high,
however Stam was sacked after 1 win in 19 and we finished the
season in 20th. In the decade I’ve had as a Reading season ticket
holder, Gourlay and his appointment is up there as one of the worst
things to happen to the club, alongside the mess that Zingarevich
made when he owned the club.
Nigel Howe was the perfect candidate to replace Ron Gourlay, the
experience and knowledge of the club meant he knew what he was
doing inside out. If there was going to be someone to re-establish
'The Reading Way', it was going to be Nigel Howe. So far, he's
done a very good job.
Once Nigel Howe was reappointed as CEO, Paul Clement was
sacked within 24 hours, which hardly came as a surprise to any
Reading fans if you had been following our results last season.
Clement was appointed in March 2018 and it was thought that
Clement was bought in because of his previous connections with
Ron Gourlay. Some of Clements’ signings, team selections, playing
styles and post-match interviews were very questionable during
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his time at the club. In Clements’ time at Reading,
he managed to save the club from relegation in
the 17/18 season, however after poor results in
the
following season, his sacking seemed almost
inevitable.
Once Clement was sacked, Jose Gomes was
hired however with a lack of experience in
England and with Gomes having never spent more
than 2 years at a club, some fan, along with some
members of the media were unsure on the
appointment. Nevertheless, a couple of months
down the line and Readings fortunes had reversed
completely and Gomes managed to keep a team
who look destined for relegation, safe in the
Championship.

Being embroiled in a relegation battle, a manager with experience was the choice of many to take
over from Paul Clement, although there was excitement with the appointment of Jose Gomes as it was
a breath of fresh air at the club and also something fairly different to what the Royals have tried
before.In January 2019, soon after Gomes was appointed, there was high turnover with multiple player
leaving, while The Royals had 5 players join the club, all on loan:
Emiliano Martinez
Matt Miazga
Lewis Baker
Ovie Ejaria
Nelson Oliveira.
These were players who gave their absolute all for the club and were a big reason as to
why Reading stayed up. Losing is a part of the game, however fans appreciate a player who is giving
their all, even when losing or struggling and willing to put themselves on the line. Reading had 11
of these players week in and week out under Gomes last season which was a huge encouragement for
fans. It seemed like the connection between the fans and players had begun to strengthen, giving the
club a lot of hope that they would be able to siege together and survive relegation. Performances
began to improve, and results started to pick up, leading to more people coming back on a Saturday.
Two of the key games in Readings bid to survival was the victory away at Ipswich, where Mo Barrow
scored a 90th minute winner and a 3-2 home win against relegation rivals Wigan, where Reading were
2-1 down in the 88th minute but managed to come back and win the game, both of these results gav
both players and fans alike real belief that the club could stay up. For both of them to happen within a
week of each other was something no fan could ask more of in a relegation battle.
Towards the end of last season, when results started to improve, the stadium started to fill even
more and in particular Club1871, which created a fantastic atmosphere at the end of the season and
were a big part of 'Portugal Day' as a thank you to Jose Gomes and his coaching staff. During his reign
as manager, Gomes has spoken very highly of the Reading fans and the atmosphere inside the Mad
Stad, which has been a big change from previous managers that have previously been down on
the fanbase.
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We are now well underway into this season and
results seem encouraging. After a slow start to
the transfer window, Reading managed to bring in
10 players, and the huge club record signing of top
Romanian youngster George Puscas bought huge
excitement amongst Reading fans. Over the
summer, the Royals also trained at the new training
ground for the first time, which appears to be a
fantastic facility and shows the huge ambition of
owner, Dai Yongge.
On top of this, Dai Yongge also announced that
away game travel would be paid for 15 games this
season, a fantastic gesture to attempt to try and
improve our away following.
All of these moments that have occurred over the
past 10 months have begun to signal the
improvement at the club and give an indication that
we might have our Reading back. It seems that
everything is falling into place for the club: from an
incredible atmosphere inside the stadium right to
quality players, not to forget an unbelievably
ambitious owner, a CEO who cares for the club and
a manager who seems to be doing very well for us.
Performances are on the up, results are on the
up and hopefully Reading will continue to be on
the up!

Autumn Preview

Erik Orrgarde

After the September international break the season
does not ease up for Reading with fixtures coming
thick and fast including 6 games in 3 weeks. On a
positive note, the midweek fixtures are away to
Wolverhampton Wanderers in the 3rd round of the
Carabao Cup where lots of changes are likely along
with Fulham at home so there are no long midweek
journeys during this period.
The month does start out with a long trip to
Middlesbrough directly after the international break
but beyond that the games are either at home or in
the southern part of the country. In the league, the
two away matches are at the Liberty Stadium and
Ashton Gate where Reading face Swansea City
and Bristol City respectively.
For the first match following the international break
the Royals visit the Riverside Stadium on Saturday
14th September to take on Middlesbrough. This
place holds no fond memories for me personally as
last time I visited in 2010, they scored the fastest
goal in Riverside Stadium history through Barry
Robson on the way to a 3-1 defeat for Reading.
That goal took all of 24s which is not what you want after a long journey up north. The sole highlight of a
long miserable drive to a town that’s not the most visually pleasing was a superb goal by Jimmy Kebe.
In 2018 we didn’t fare much better losing 2-1 but the game will be remembered by a wonder-goal by the
promising youngster Danny Loader. On a lighter note, your match ticket is likely to provide more value
for money in 2019 should you choose to go. Middlesbrough are no longer 4 CBs across a back 4,
long ball, time wasting, old school football dinosaurs led by Tony Pulis. They’re under new management
this season with former player Jonathan Woodgate at the helm.
So far this season their form has been indifferent with 6 points from the opening 6 games and they find
themselves 2 places below Reading in 18th place. The danger man for Middlesbrough is undoubtedly
£15M-man Britt Assombalonga who seems to love scoring goals against Reading having scored for
both Nottingham Forest and Middlesbrough against us in previous years. Fingers crossed our new-look
back 3 can keep him out and we can make the longest drive of the season worthwhile.
The following weekend Reading welcome Blackburn Rovers to the Madejski Stadium. This for me looks
like the most “winnable” fixture in this group of games. Blackburn have so far amassed the same
amount of points as Reading in the league and Rovers find themselves 1 place below us in 17th.

No longer...old
school football
dinosaurs led
by Tony Pulis"

On paper, this is the weakest opposition we will face in this
tricky spell. Tony Mowbray is an experienced operator and
will have his team set up well and the key to the game
could well be the midfield battle between the two teams.
Blackburn do possess the tough-tackling Bradley Johnson,
the dangerous Bradley Dack and the very experienced
Stewart Downing. I see this game as “must-win” if we are to
achieve anything of note this season.
Blackburn aren’t expected to challenge for any lofty position
in the league this year so we need to make home
advantage count.
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Onto the 25th September and everyone’s favourite insignificant trophy the Carabao Cup and a matchup with the original Portuguese revolutionists Wolves. The team led by Nuno Espirito Santo and superagent Jorge Mendes currently have bigger things to worry about than a 3rd round match vs the Royals,
mainly, staying in the Premier League so there is a high chance that both teams will make lots of
changes. I am hoping for more game time for the team that helped us progress past Plymouth in the
2nd round so hopefully the likes of Michael Olise, Josh Barrett, Danny Loader, Gabe Osho get to play
at Molineux.With the likely changes the game is a difficult one to predict.
Hopefully many of the 800 fans who travelled to Plymouth also make their way up to the black country
although I wouldn’t blame them for staying away from a miserable town on a Wednesday night for an
almost meaningless game. Recent memories of visits to the Molienux include a league defeat in 2016
where a certain new signing (for Wolves) Jon Dadi Bodvarsson gave Paul McShane a torrid time in a
2-0 win. Luckily, we have all moved on since then and should Wolves field any of their Premier League
players, the quality will certainly be better than that August afternoon in 2016 (sorry Jon Dadi!).
On the 28th September we are back in regular
league action with a visit to the Liberty Stadium to
face Swansea City. Every time I hear the name
Swansea I have horrendous memories of losing
the playoff final to Brendan Rodgers’ side 4-2 in
2011. The 2 overriding feelings from that game are
“Wow, we were terrible early on” and “What if Jem
Karacans’ deflected effort had just snuck inside
the post instead of hitting it?”
What about Swansea today?
They certainly seem like a side who will challenge
in and around the playoff places. They most
recently beat Leeds 1-0 at Elland Road and sit 1st
in the table after 6 games with 5 wins and 1 draw.
I had to google their manager Steve Cooper who
most recently led the England U17’s and so far,
this would seem a very shrewd appointment.
Expect the main threat to be Borja Baston who’s
started the season in fine form, the Spanish no. 9
has 5 goals and shares the lead at the top of the
goal scoring charts of the championship so far.

The Royals will really have to play to the best of their abilities to take anything away from the game. At
least travelling fans will not have to pay the £5.60 Severn Bridge toll charge as those were scrapped in
2018.
On to October and we face Fulham under the lights at the Madejski on 1st October which is a Tuesday
night game. Recent seasons have seen a lot of online ‘beef’ between the two sets of fans since the
play-off semi-final between the sides in 2017. Fulham fans seemed to criticise Jaap Stam’s side for
keeping large amounts of possession whilst still being ineffective. Reading had the last laugh with a
Yann Kermogant penalty which led to a 1-0 win, sending us to Wembley for the final. Ironically, Fulham
beat the possession record for the championship vs Millwall this season on their way to a 4-0 win which
had their fans falling over themselves to heap praise on their side. Unfortunately for them, as we
found out under Stam, possession does not equal wins as they’ve since lost to Nottingham Forest at
home and drawn with Cardiff away. This is likely to be a challenging fixture, Fulham have some really
good players for this level. Tom Cairney and Aleksandar Mitrovic should probably both be playing at a
higherlevel so we will need to be at our very best to dent the hopes of Scott Parker, the Fulham
manager.
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The last game in this spell before the October international break comes on Saturday the 5th October
away to Bristol City. Bristol City have the 2nd longest serving manager and probably my least favourite
manager in the championship; Lee Johnson. Aptly named Johnson claimed to receive tips from the
then Yeovil manager Darren Way in 2016. The tips were around the pattern of play as Yeovil had faced
Reading earlier that month. The only problem was that Yeovil had faced the U23 side in the EFL
trophy, a game where no regular first team players played. This looks like another tough fixture to
round out this set of matches.
Bristol City have amassed impressive wins away to Derby and Hull in recent weeks and former royal
loanee Benik Afobe is a real threat up front. The Robins sit 5th in the table after the first 6 weeks and
they have hopes of challenging at the top end of the table come May.

Overall the next set of games look challenging. Disregarding the Carabao cup fixture somewhat, the
league games in this period will certainly test the Royals and I think it’s important for us fans to
remember this going in to the next international break. Middlesbrough, Swansea and Bristol City
away as well as Blackburn and Fulham at home will not prove easy.
There is a chance we will only be favourites for 1 of these games so if we come out of the 5 league
games with anything more than 9-10 points, I would class that as a massive success. Hopefully we
can surpriseand upset a few as we begin to move into Autumn, the games in November look a bit
friendlier on paper.

Onwards & upwards!

